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Be solar neutrino line:
A reHection of the central temperature distribution of the Sun
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A precise test of the theory of stellar evolution can be performed by measuring the average
difference in energy between the neutrino line produced by Be electron capture in the solar in-

terior and the corresponding neutrino line produced in a terrestrial laboratory. This energy shift
is calculated to be 1.29 keV (to an accuracy of a few percent) for the dominant ground-state to
ground-state transition. The energy shift is approximately equal to the average temperature of the
solar core, computed by integrating the temperature over the solar interior with a weighting factor
equal to the locally produced Be neutrino emission. Therefore, a measurement of the energy shift
is a measurement of the central temperature distribution of the Sun. The energy profile of the
Be line is derived analytically and is evaluated numerically. The line shape is asymmetric: on the

low-energy side, the line shape is Gaussian with a half-width at half-maximum of 0.6 keV and, on
the high-energy side, the line shape is exponential with a half-width at half-maximum of 1.1 keV.
The effective temperature of the high-energy exponential tail is 15 x 10 K. The energy profile of
the Be neutrino line should be taken into account in calculations of vacuum neutrino oscillations
and of the absorption cross section for Be solar neutrinos incident on Li nuclei. The characteristic
modulation of the Be line shape that would be caused by either vacuum neutrino oscillations or
by matter-enhanced (MSW) neutrino oscillations is shown to be small. Other frequently discussed
weak interaction solutions to the solar neutrino problem are also not expected to change significantly
the line profile.

PACS number(s): 96.60.Kx, 12.15.Ff, 14.60.Pq

r.. ZXTRODUCTZON

A. Background

The original motivation [1] for performing solar neu-
trino experiments was to learn more about how the
Sun shines. When the first observational results &om
the chlorine experiment became available [2], the focus
shifted [3] from learning about the interior of the Sun
to trying to determine if the discrepancy between cal-
culation and observation was due to inadequacies in the
astrophysics or to new weak interaction physics. Directed
toward this goal, four experiments are being performed
[4—7] to measure the fluxes of neutrinos that are produced
by nuclear fusion reactions in the solar interior. An addi-
tional four solar neutrino experiments [8—11],designed to
determine if new physics or new astronomy is required,
are being developed.

Progress toward the goal of testing solar theory by
measuring solar neutrinos has been complicated by what
may be the discovery of new weak interaction physics. A
coxnparison of two of the existing experiments, the chlo-
rine [4] and the Kamiokande [5] experiments, suggests
[12] the existence of a physical process that changes, in
a way that depends upon neutrino energy, the &action
of electron-type neutrinos that reach detectors on Earth
after being created in the core of the Sun.

At first glance, the terrestrially observed Bux of B
neutrinos is encouragingly close to the Qux calculated on
the basis of the standard solar model and the standard

electroweak theory, especially considering the sensitiv-
ity of the predicted fiux to details of the stellar physics.
However, the discrepancy between calculation and obser-
vation is significant since the theoretical uncertainties are
smaller than the difference between what is measured and
what is predicted [13—15]. This discrepancy has stimu-
lated a number of imaginative and attractive possible in-
terpretations in terms of new physical processes [16—22].
Until the effects of these proposed new physical processes
are either established or rejected experimentally, quanti-
tative astronomical inferences &om the measured magni-
tudes of the solar neutrino Huxes will be limited.

B. The Be energy pro81e

The purpose of this paper is to draw attention to pre-
cise new predictions of the theory of stellar evolution that
can be tested with the aid of future solar neutrino exper-
iments. These new predictions are based upon the calcu-
lated shape of the energy spectrum of neutrinos produced
by Be electron capture in the solar interior. The reac-
tion in question is

e + Be ~ Li+ v

In the interior of the Sun, most of the electrons are cap-
tured from continu»m (unbound) states [23,24]. The
electron-capture reaction shown in (1) produces a neu-
trino line because the Li nucleus in the final state has
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a mass that is much greater than the energy of the neu-
trino. The recoiling nucleus takes up a significant amount
of momentum, but only a negligible amount of energy.
The focus of this paper is on the broadening by thermal
effects of the neutrino line produced in the Sun.

This paper shows that the line shape for Eq. (1) reflects
accurately the temperature distribution in the interior of
the Sun. As we shall see, the difFerence between the
average energy of the neutrino line emitted in the Sun
and in the laboratory is approximately equal to the cen-
tral temperature of the Sun (see especially Secs. V B and
VI 8 ). The predicted 1.3 keV increase in the average en-

ergy of the solar Be neutrino line relative to laboratory
decays is the simplest quantity to measure that directly
reflects the solar temperature distribution.

In addition to a shift in the average neutrino energy,
the shape of the line profile for Be electron capture in
the Sun is difFerent &om the line profile that would be
observed for a laboratory source of Be neutrinos. The
shift in average energy and the change in the shape of
the line profile are both caused by the high temperatures
in the core of the Sun where the neutrinos are produced.
The high solar temperatures produce significant thermal
energies for continuum electrons and their capturing nu-

clei, Doppler shifts of the emitting nuclei, a high degree
of ionization of solar Be ions, and a difFerence in atomic
binding energies for solar and laboratory Be atoms. '

Figure 1 shows the two nuclear transitions that occur
when Be captures an electron in the laboratory. The
neutrino energy corresponding to the transition from the
ground state of Be to the ground state of Li will be de-
noted by qi b(g.s.); the energy corresponding to the tran-
sition to the first excited state of Li will be denoted by

qi b(e.s.). In what follows, I will discuss both transitions

3/2

Be 53.3 d

qL,s(ex.s.) = 384.3 keV

qL,s(g. s. ) = 861.8 keV

47(.6 keA

3/2

'Li

FIG. 1. The Be decay scheme. The laboratory decay
scheme for Be is shown. The neutrino energies emitted
in the ground-state to ground-state decay (branching ra-
tio: 89.7%) and in the ground-state to excited-state decay
(branching ratio 10.3%) are denoted, respectively, by q~ b (g.s.)
and q& b(e.s.). Details of the nuclear physics properties are
summarized in [27].

After the initial version of the present work was accepted for
publication [25], my attention was directed by J. Pantaleone
to two important papers [26]. In these two papers, the effect
of the line width of the Be and the p+ e + p (pep) lines on
neutrino oscillations was calculated.

on an equal basis since the physical processes determin-
ing the neutrino line shape are the same in both cases.
However, the transition to the ground state of Li is more
easily studied experimentally because it has a higher en-

ergy and a larger branching ratio [27]. Both the higher

energy and the larger branching ratio of the ground-state
to ground-state transition contribute to making the ex-

pected rate for this transition faster by an order of mag-
nitude than for the ground-state to excited-state transi-
tion.

For convenience, I will refer to the ground-state to
ground-state transition as "ground-state" capture and
will refer to the ground-state to excited-state transition
as "excited-state" capture. In an additional effort to
avoid cumbersome phrasing, I will often refer in the sin-

gular to "the" line profile or to "the" energy shift, when I
mean the line profile or the energy shift for both ground-
state capture and excited-state capture.

Before proceeding to the calculations, it is helpful to
think about the following question. Why is the effect of
the solar environment on the shape of the energy spectra
for continuum P decays (one particle in the initial state,
three particles in the final state, e.g. , B decay) difFerent

from the efFect of solar conditions on the profile shape for
the two-body electron capture reactions? This question
has a simple physical answer.

If the simplest version of the standard electroweak
model is correct, then the shape of the energy spectrum
for electron-type neutrinos from continuum P decays in
the Sun, such as the sB t9 decay, is independent of the
conditions in the Sun to an accuracy of 1 part in 10s [28].
The invariance is a result of the fact that, in the center-of-
momentum frame, a decaying B nucleus has no kinetic
energy. In the laboratory kame, terms of order the ve-

locity of the nucleus, v( B)/c, cancel out because there
are as many B nuclei moving toward the observer as
there are moving away from the observer. The first-order
Doppler effects vanish because at each point within the
broad B continuum the neutrino energy is spread out
symmetrically by a small amount. The largest poten-
tially observable effects of the solar temperature on the
observed B neutrino energy spectrum are only second-
order terms, v(sB)2/c [28]. This implication of stan-
dard theory will be tested by experiments [8,9,11] that
will measure the shape of the B neutrino energy spec-
trum and will compare the observed shape with the spec-
trum determined Rom terrestrial measurements.

By contrast, in the two-body electron-capture reac-
tions, the profile of a narrow neutrino emission line is
broadened asymmetrically by the solar temperature. On
the low-energy side of the neutrino line profile, the dom-
inant effect is first-order Doppler (or Gaussian) broad-
ening caused by the motion of the decaying nuclei. On
the high-energy side of the observed profile, the domi-
nant efFect is an exponential broadening resulting from
the center-of-momentum kinetic energy of the electron
and the decaying nucleus (for a physical discussion of
the profile shape see especially Sec. VI). This asymmet-
ric broadening causes a shift of the average energy of the
neutrino line as well as change in the shape of the line
profile.
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C. Experimental possibilities

A number of experiments [10,29] have been proposed
that would measure predominantly the v, Bux &om Be
electron capture in the Sun, using detectors that are
based upon neutrino-electron scattering. At the present
time, the BOREXINO experiment [10] is the most ad-
vanced of these proposals and can, if recent estimates of
the expected backgrounds are correct, measure the flux of
~Be neutrinos. Radiochemical detectors of the flux of ~Be
neutrinos have also been discussed [30], but these detec-
tors do not give specific information on neutrino energies.
The radiochemical detectors are efBcient for measuring
the total flux of electron-type neutrinos above a speci-
fied energy threshold, but are not useful for studying the
thermal effects investigated in this paper. Most recently,
the use of a high resolution LiF bolometric detector of
rBe neutrinos has been discussed [31].

Detectors have been developed [32] for a variety of
other applications, including dark matter searches, the
observation of double P decay, and x-ray astronomy, that
have the energy resolution and the sensitivity that are re-
quired to study the energy spectrum of the ~Be neutrino

line. The best-available detectors have energy resolutions
AE/E of much better than 1%, but they are smaller than
would be required for a full-scale solar neutrino detector.

The most direct way to study the Be energy pro-
file may be to detect neutrino absorption by nuclei, a
process which leaves an electron and a recoiling nucleus
in the final state. In these charged-current transitions,
nearly all of the initial neutrino energy is transferred to
the final-state electron (the nuclear recoil energy being
small). In the neutrino-electron scattering experiments
that are currently under development, the 1 keV width
of the rBe line is spread out over several hundred keV of
electron recoil energy, since the neutrino and the electron
share the final-state energy (see Fig. 8.5 of [13]).

In order to measure the predicted 1.3 keV (0.15%) en-

ergy shift via neutrino absorption, an energy resolution
of order 1% to 0.1% is desirable, depending somewhat
upon the absorption threshold. Consider, for specificity,
a conceivable cryogenic experiment [33] that might be
performed on siBr with an energy resolution of 1% and
with a total of 10 measured neutrino events. The en-

ergy released to the recoil electron would be about 400
keV (the reaction threshold is about 450 keV), so the av-

TABLE I. The energy pro61e of the 862.0 keV "Be solar neutrino line. The neutrino en-

ergy is measured relative to the energy of the peak, which occurs at gp k: 862 27 keV. Here

P(q,b, —qp, k) = spectrum„ &,(gobs) is the probability that a neutrino of energy q,b, will be emit-
ted between g + 0.1 keV.

gobs gpeak
—2.100
—2.000
—1.900
—1.800
—1.700
—1.600
—1.500
—1.400
—1.300
—1.200
—1.100
—1.000
—0.900
—0.800
—0.700
—0.600
—0.500
—0.400
—0.300
—0.200
—0.100

0.000
0.100
0.200
0.300
0.400
Oe500

0.600
0.700
0.800
0.900

P(gobs gpeak)
0.00000
0.00000
0.00001
0.00004
0.00012
Oe00032
0.00082
0.00197
0.00442
0.00928
0.01825
0.03359
0.05787
0.09338
0.14115
0.20014
0.26666
0.33448
0.39629
0.44517
0.47662
0.48933
0.48515
0.46807
0.44285
0.41375
0.38390
0.35519
0.32846
0.30396
0.28153

gobs gpeak
1.000
1.100
1.200
1.300
1.400
1 ~ 500
1.600
1.700
1.800
1.900
2.000
2.100
2.200
2.300
2.400
2.500
2.600
2.700
2.800
2.900
3.000
3.100
3.200
3.300
3.400
3.500
3.600
3.700
3.800
3.900
4.000

P(qobs gpeak)
0.26096
0.24204
0.22456
0.20838
0.19339
0.17946
0.16655
0.15455
0.14342
0.13308
0.12347
0.11455
0.10627
0.09858
0.09145
0.08482
0.07867
0.07295
0.06765
0.06274
0.05817
0.05394
0.05001
0.04636
0.04298
0.03984
0.03693
0.03423
0.03173
0.02941
0.02726

gobs gpeak
4.100
4.200
4.300
4.400
4.500
4.600
4.700
4.800
4.900
5.000
5.100
5.200
5.300
5.400
5.500
5.600
5.700
5.800
5.900
6.000
6.100
6.200
6.300
6.400
6.500
6.600
6.700
6.800
6.900
7.000

P(gobs gpeak)
0.02526
0.02341
0.02169
0.02010
0.01863
0.01726
0.01600
0.01482
0.01373
0.01272
0.01179
0.01092
0.01012
0.00937
0.00868
0.00805
0.00745
0.00690
0.00640
0.00592
0.00549
0.00508
0.00471
0.00436
0.00404
0.00374
0.00347
0.00321
0.00297
0.00275
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erage neutrino energy would be measured to an accuracy
of about 0.1 keV. The experimental parameters assumed
in the above discussion would permit one to measure the
central temperature of the sun to an accuracy of about
10%. In addition, a proposed high-pressure helium gas
detector [34] might well have sufficient energy resolution
to measure the predicted energy shift.

The requirements for a practical experiment may be
achievable since the solar neutrino detectors currently un-

der development are designed to detect several thousand
events per year (albeit with much poorer energy resolu-

tion, typically 10%). It would be valuable to calibrate
the solar results by studying an intense laboratory source
of Be neutrinos with the same detector as used in the
solar observations. The work described in this paper was

undertaken in the hope that it would stimulate an exper-
iment that would measure the energy shift and perhaps
other characteristics of the Be line profile, in somewhat
the same way that the initial theory and the experimental
results on solar neutrinos developed together [1].

D. Organization and previous work

This paper is organized as described below. Section II
presents calculations of the average neutrino energy re-

lease in the rest kame of the decaying particle when a Be
nucleus captures an electron under laboratory conditions
(see Sec. II A) and in a solar environment (in which most
of the electrons are captured &om continuum orbits, see
Sec. IIB). Section III describes the central calculation
of this paper, an evaluation of the energy profile for the
neutrino line emitted when Be nuclei capture continuum
electrons that have a specified temperature. The follow-

ing section, Sec. IV, outlines the calculation of the energy
profile for the small but significant &action of the solar
electron captures that occur &om bound orbits. The nu-
merical characteristics of the line shape, including the
shift in average neutrino energy between laboratory and
solar decays, the full-width at half-maximum of the line
profile, and the lower-order moments of the energy dis-
tribution, are the subject of Sec. V. The line profile is
averaged, in this section, over the physical characteris-
tics, including the temperature distribution, of detailed
solar models. The numerical results are presented in Ta-
bles I and II and displayed in Figs. 2 and 3. Section VI
provides approximate analytic derivations of the low-

energy half-width (0.56 keV) and the high-energy half-
width (1.07 keV) of the neutrino energy profile and iso-
lates the separate physical origins of these two features.
This section also presents a derivation of the shift in aver-
age neutrino energy between solar and laboratory decays

TABLE II. The energy profile of the 384.5 keV Be solar neutrino line. The neutrino en-

ergy is measured relative to the energy of the peak which occurs at gp k: 384 47 keV. Here

P(q,b, —qp, ak) = spectrum„ &,(gobs) is the probability that a neutrino of energy qob, will be emit-
ted between g 6 0.1 keV.

gobs gpeak
—1.DOO

-0.900
—0.800
—0.700
—0.600
—0.500
—0.400
—0.300
—0.200
—0.100

0.000
0.100
0.200
0.300
0.400
0.500
Os6GG

0.700
0.800
0.900
1.000
1s100
1 ~ 200
1.300
1.400
1.500
1.600
1.700

P(qobs gpeak)
0.00000
0.00000
0.00002
0.00022
0.00187
0.01152
0.05065
0.15855
0.35442
0.57417
0.69841
0.68431
0.60023
0.52127
0.46715
0.42841
0.39618
0.36720
0.34060
0.31603
0.29330
0.27224
0.25271
0.23460
0.21778
0.2G216
0.18765
0.17418

gobs gpeak
1.800
1.900
2.000
2.100
2.200
2.300
2.400
2.500
2.600
2.700
2.800
2.900
3.000
3.100
3.200
3.300
3.400
3.500
3.600
3.700
3.800
3.900
4.000
4.100
4.200
4.300
4.400
4.500

P(gobs gpeak)
0.16166
0.15004
0.13924
0.12921
0.11989
0.11124
0.10320
0.09574
0.08881
0.08238
0.07641
0.07087
0.06573
0.06095
0.05652
0.05241
O.G4859
0.04505
0.04177
0.03872
0.03590
0.03328
0.03085
0.02859
0.02650
0.02457
0.02277
Os02110

gobs gpeak
4.600
4.700
4.800
4.900
5.000
5.100
5.200
5.300
5.400
5.5DO

5.600
5.700
5.800
5.900
6.000
6.100
6.200
6.300
6.400
6.500
6.600
6.700
6.800
6.900
7.000
7.100
7.200

P(qobs qpeak)
0.01956
0.01812
0.01679
0.01556
0.01442
0.01336
0.01238
0.01147
0.01063
G.00985
0.00913
0.00846
0.00783
0.00726
0.00673
0.00623
G.G0577
0.00535
0.00495
0.00459
0.00425
0.00394
0.00365
0.00338
0.00313
0.00290
0.00269
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VII A the electrostatic energy of the screening cloud that
surrounds the decaying nucleus.

A. Laboratory decays

The laboratory neutrino energy q~ b satisfies the equa-
tion

of nonzero kinetic energies of the electron and of the Be
ion in Secs. III and IV.

For the special case of continuum electron capture at
rest, the neutrino energy release is the same as for labora-
tory capture except that the nucleus is assumed stripped
of all bound electrons. Referring to Eq. (2), one can write

q, „,„,= qi b —[ai b( Be) —a& b( Li)].

qlab + qi' b/2M('Li) = &M + alab( Be) +lab('Li), (4) Therefore,

where the difference in atomic binding energies is

ai b( Be) —ai b( Li) = —0.195 keV. (5)

q. „,„a, = AM —q,',„,„,/2M( Li),

where the difference AM in rest mass energies is given

by Eq. (3). Thus
Since the energy difference between an initial and a final
state is independent of the choice of steps used to reach
the final state, the difference in atomic binding energies
is equal to the difference between the sum of the suc-
cessive ionization potentials of Be and the sum of the
successive ionization potentials of Li. The difference in
atomic binding energies given in Eq. (5) was calculated
by subtracting the sum of the three ionization potentials
of the lithium atom &om the sum of the four ionization
potentials of atomic beryllium, using the measured values
for the ionization potentials [40].

Combining Eqs. (3) and (5) one obtains

m, + M( Be) —M( Li) + aiab( Be) —aiab( Li)

= 861.90 keV, (6)

which is the tabulated mass difference of the neutral
atoms [27]. The small contribution of the 7Li recoil en-

ergy is

q (g.s.)/2M( Li):—0.057 keV,

q (e.s.)/2M( Li) = 0.011 keV,

(7)

for ground-state and excited-state transitions, respec-
tively. Inserting Eqs. (6) and (8) in Eq. (4) we find the
neutrino energies for the laboratory transitions,

qi b(g.s.) = 861.84 keV, (8)

and

qiab(e. S.) = 384.28 keV, (9)

that are shown in Fig. 1.

B. Solar decays

This subsection begins with a calculation of the neu-
trino energy that is released in the limiting case in which
a continuum electron with zero kinetic energy is captured
by a Be nucleus at rest. I then calculate the neutrino
energy that is emitted when a bound electron is captured
&om a stationary Be nucleus. I evaluate the infIuence

q„,„,(g.s.) = 862.04 keV .

I next consider the average neutrino energy that is re-
leased, qb „„d,q „when an electron is captured &om a
bound orbit. The only difference between qb „„d,t, and
the previously calculated q, „t,&, is the atomic binding
energy of the electrons. Therefore, one can write

qbound, star = qcont, star + (+star ( Be) +star ( Li) ) r (13)

where the angular brackets denote an average over the
Sun. The K-shell binding energy has been determined
for solar conditions by Iben and his collaborators [24]
using a variational calculation. For the case in which one
electron is bound to the Be nucleus, the result can be
expressed in terms of the relative K-shell binding, OR, in
the Sun compared to the laboratory value, where 0.~ is
defined by the equation

aa, tar( Be) = —216.6oR eV. (14)

0-R 0.255, (15)

and is 0.256 for the solar model that does not include
helium diffusion. Thus, the average binding energy of a
K-shell electron in the Sun is

(aa- star( Be)) = —0.055 keV.

At the peak of the Be solar neutrino emission, ~~ =
0.25 and ale, t, ( Be) = —0.06 keV (cf. discussion in
Sec. V). This binding energy is sufficiently small that it is
not necessary, for our purposes, to calculate aJr,t, ( Be)
to high precision. However, an accurate calculation was
carried out without difficulty and the results of this cal-
culation are described below. The average binding en-
ergies were obtained for two standard solar models [15]
(see also Sec. VA): one that included, and one that did
not include, helium diffusion. Using the tabulated results
of the variational-principle calculation [24], a convenient
interpolation formula was derived [35] for oR in terms
of the local density, temperature, and chemical compo-
sition. Weighting the value of o.R calculated at a given
radial distance &om the center of the Sun by the Be
neutrino fIux at that radius, the average relative K-shell
binding energy for the standard solar model [15] includ-
ing helium diffusion is
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The difference in atomic binding energies between two K-
shell electrons in a beryllium atom in the Sun and a single
K-shell electron in a lithium atom in the Sun may be
estimated to more-than-adequate accuracy by scaling the
K-shell energy given in Eq. (16) by the ratio of the square
of the lithium and the beryllium nuclear charges. One
can also estimate the energy difference by scaling (see
[24]), using the same value of OR calculated above, the
laboratory energy that is required to remove one electron
&om previously twice-ionized beryllium, leaving behind
one electron bound to a lithium atom. Both methods

I

give the same answer to the accuracy of interest here.
One 6nds

(a2~,t«( Be) —a~,q«( Li)) —0.079 keV. (17)

One must average the results given in Eqs. (16) and (17)
over the stellar model taking account of the variable &ac-
tion of the decays that occur &om Be atoms with one or
with two bound electrons. Let p1 and p2 be the respec-
tive probabilities that Be has one or two bound electrons
that can decay by K capture. Then the appropriate av-
erage can be written as

peaa, ,e, ( Be) + 2pe aea, ,e, ( Be) —aea; e ( Li)

)~a Be —a Ll
P1 + ~P2

(is)

(a( Be) —a( Li)),t, ———0.06 keV. (19)

Inserting Eq. (19) in Eq. (13),

Convenient expressions for pq and p2 have been given
by Iben and his collaborators [24]. Carrying out the av-
erage using the results for the relative ionization states
obtained from the variational-principle calculation, I find
for the atomic binding energy in the Sun:

dA = 2+i(flHpli)l'b (E;;„)—Es„g), (24)

flux x d(cross section)

where the continuum wave functions are assumed to be
normalized in a large, 6nite volume. Averaging over ini-
tial states, summing over 6nal states, and integrating
over all space, one obtains

qb,„s,,t, (g.s.) = 861.98 keV. (2o) = (2~) ') .) .1(flHpli)l'b"'(»' pf)d'qd'-pr,

By an analogous procedure, one can obtain the follow-
ing results for the excited-state transition:

and

q«„q,q«(e. s.) = 384.43 keV, (2i) where the momenta in the final state of the neutrino and
of the rLi ion are denoted by q and by pr, respectively.
The P-decay Hamiltonian can be written as

qb»„d, t«(e.s.) = 384.38 keV. (22) Hp=2 ~ G g„p (1+ps)g,
x g p (Cv —Caps) g& (26)

III. CAPTURE FROM CONTINUUM ORBITS

This section presents a calculation of the energy pro-
file for the neutrino line emitted when electrons are cap-
tured from continuum orbits by Be ions in the core of
the Sun. The energy profile is the probability that a rBe
ion captures an electron &om the continuum and emits a
neutrino of any specified energy. As noted earlier, contin-
uum electron capture is the dominant process by which
Be nuclei decay in the solar interior [23]. The following

section, Sec. IV, presents a calculation of the line pro6le
when bound electrons are captured by Be ions in the
solar interior.

The partial transition probability to undergo electron
capture can be written schematically, for a given relative
Qux density of electrons and Be ions, as

where all the symbols have their usual meanings [41—43].
It is convenient to carry out the calculations in the

center-of-momentum coordinate system. Relative to the
laboratory frame in which the electron has a momentum
p, and the rBe ion has a momentum pr, the center-of-
momentum &arne has a velocity V given by

V=M (p, +pr ), (27)

where

M=m, +M( Be). (28)

p = M [M( Be)p, —m, p7] . (29)

The equation describing the conservation of energy can
be expressed simply in terms of the momentum p in the
center-of-momentum &arne, where p is given by

dA=Quxxo. , p, (23) One can rewrite Eq. (2) in the form

where o, p is the appropriate weak interaction capture
cross section. More specifically, the partial transition
probability can be written in terms of the usual [41]
charged-current P-decay Hamiltonian Hp as

P
@i~itial @final +M + q-

2p 2M(7Li)
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where the reduced mass p is

m, M(7Be)
m, + M("Be) (31)

q =—q(p). (32)

The solution of Eq. (30) yields an expression for the neu-
trino energy in the center-of-momentum frame in terms
of the momentum, p, of either of the particles, i.e.,

pression for the product of the relative velocity of the
particles times the capture cross section, namely,

G'(l0. I'q'(p)
2n. [1+q(p)/M(7Li)]

' (33)

where ~t)2, ] is the electron probability density (enhanced
by the Coulomb attraction) averaged over the nucleus
and ( is the familiar sum of reduced matrix elements
that occurs in allowed P decays [41—43], i.e. ,

The P-decay matrix element in Eq. (25) can be greatly
simplified by using the so-called "normal approximation"
[41—43] that gives the leading term for the matrix element
in a rapidly convergent power series expressed in terms
of the small (& 0.01) quantities qR„„,),„, and pR„„,),„„
where R„„,~,„,is the nuclear radius of Li. The conditions
for the applicability of the normal approximation in stars
are given in Eq. (10) of Ref. [43] and are satisfied to high
accuracy in the present case.

Making the usual nonrelativistic reduction and sum-
ming over the spins of the nuclei in the initial and final
states and over the spins of the electron and the neutrino,
one finds in the center-of-momentum frame a simple ex-

G2 (1)2+ G2 ( )2 (34)

where (1) and (o ) refer, respectively, to Fermi and
Gamow- Teller matrix elements.

In a spherical shell at temperature T that contains
N(rBe) total Be ious, the rate at which Be captures
electrons is

d rate(T) = N( Be)(n(e)(r, ~v„)),

where the average that is indicated in Eq. (35) is over the
thermal distributions of the electrons and the Be ions.
Writing out the thermal average explicitly, one finds

dVn( Be)n(e)G2( m, s&2 (M( Be) ldrate T =
2' 27rkT ( 2vrkT )

2 2

x d p, d p7 exp —p, 2m, kT exp —p7 2M Be kT (36)

where dV is the volume of the spherical shell and n(e) and n(TBe) are, respectively, the local number density of
electrons and of Be ions. Converting the integration variables to the center-of-momentum quantities p and P = MV
[see Eqs. (27) and (29)], one obtains the relatively simple looking equation

2 2

d rate(T) = C(T) f f d pd P exp ( p /2pkT) exp ( P —/2MkT)— (37)

where C(T) is a constant that is independent of neutrino
energy. To high accuracy in the present application, one
can approximate the electron probability density by the
nonrelativistic expression [41,43]

P,
Vz c.m. M

qc.m. (P) qobs

q..-.(p)
(40)

which corresponds to a center-of-momentum velocity in
the z direction of

v. = )(tv„,/m. , (38)
1 —exp —8mav,

qob. = q. (p) (1 —V, , ), . (39)

where a is the fine structure constant and v, is the ve-
locity of the electron in the center-of-momentum frame.

The neutrino energy is measured in the laboratory
kame, not in the center-of-momentum frame. Therefore,
the rate of production of neutrinos of definite observed
energies, q b„must be computed. The neutrinos that are
observed experience a Doppler shift because of the mo-
tion V of the center-of-momentum frame relative to the
laboratory kame. Let the z axis be oriented along the
direction between the terrestrial detector and the core
of the Sun. Then the nonrelativistic expression for the
Doppler shift is

It is also convenient to introduce the relative energy in
the center-of-momentum frame, i.e. ,

= p'
2p

(41)

The observed energy of the neutrino depends upon the
direction in which the decaying nucleus is moving [via Eq.
(39)], but only on the magnitude of the relative energy
(not on the direction of p): i.e. ,

2
qc m (p) = qc.on.t,star + p /2(tt qcont, star + E- (42)

Carrying out the integrations over the unimportant di-
rections and converting &om an integration over relative
momentum to an integration over relative energy, one
obtains
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d rate(T) = C'(T) dE dP, exp( E—/T) exp( —P, /2MkT)
0 —OO

xqz (E) 1+q/M ( Li) [1 —exp (—8vram, /p)] (43)

The most important terms in Eq. (43) have direct
physical interpretations. The function exp( —E/T) repre-
sents the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of relative in-
ternal energies E in the center-of-momentum frame and
is dominated by the electron kinetic energy. The func-
tion exp( —P2/2MkT) describes the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution of the center-of-momentum velocities and is
responsible for the Doppler shifts [via Eq. 39]. Since the
Be nucleus is much heavier than an electron, the center-

of-momentum frame approximately coincides with the
rest frame of the capturing ~Be ion. Thus the veloci-
ties of the Be nuclei essentially determine the Doppler
shifts. The last three terms in Eq. (43) represent, respec-
tively, the neutrino phase space (q ), a small correction
resulting from conservation of energy that is associated
with the recoil energy of the Li nucleus, and a small cor-
rection to the basically 1/t) dependence [see Eq. (38)) of

the probability density of the electron near the nucleus.
The exponent that describes the Doppler shift is

p2

2MkT
M [qobs 'qc. m. (E)]

2kTq2 (E)
(44)

which can be written in a convenient numerical form as

51 023 (qobs qcont, star E)
2MkT Ts (1 + E/q t t )

(45)

where Ts is the local temperature in the Sun measured in
units of 106 K and the neutrino energy and the internal
kinetic energy are expressed in keV. The large numerical
coefficient in the exponent that is shown in Eq. (45) forces
q,b, to be equal to q, t,t, + E to within a &action of a
keV. Expressed in terms of the observed neutrino energy,
Eq. (43) can be rewritten as

d rate tr, q )e,
~ ) f ~ ) )

t
—51.02S (q e, —q, e„e, —E)

dE exp —E T exp
dqobs 0 ( Ts (1 + E/qcont, st«)

xq, (E) 1+q/M ("Li) [1 —exp (—8vro. m, /p)] (46)

which is the principal result of this section.
The normalized spectrum of neutrino energies due to

electron capture &om continuum orbits within a spherical
shell at temperature T is

d rate (T, q,b, ) /dq, b,

(47)

The average over spherical shells at different tempera-
tures will be described in Sec. V, where use will be made
of detailed solar models.

IV. CAPTURE FROM BOUND ELECTRON
ORBITS

A small, but significant fraction of electron captures in
the Sun occur &om bound orbits. This section describes
the calculation of the neutrino energy profile for bound
electron captures. The rate of bound capture in the Sun
was first evaluated by Iben and his collaborators [24] in
an elegant paper which carried out a variational-principle
calculation of the binding energies and eigenfunctions in
the presence of the solar plasma and which also presented
formulas for the &actional occupation of different bound
atomic levels as a function of the ambient physical vari-
ables.

The normalized energy profile resulting &om bound
capture has the simple form

t'M(~Be) c' )
bound (qobst ) qbound, star l 27rkT

exp
M( Be)c (qobs 'qbound, star ~l

)
qbound, star )

(48)
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where qb«„gsts, is given in Eqs. (20) and (22). The
spectrum given by Eq. (48) is obtained directly from the
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for the Be ions by sub-
stituting for P, the expression given in Eq. (40) for the
ion momentum. For the capture of bound electrons, the
center-of-momentum kame coincides with the rest frame
of the Be ion, which is why the kinematic complications
that are present for the case of continuum capture (in
which both electrons and Be ions have nonzero transla-
tional velocities) are absent for bound capture.

The fraction, fb«„d/(1. 0+fb«„d), of electron captures
that occur &om bound K-shell orbits of Be at a 6xed
temperature is given by the expression [24]

fb „„s(T)= (5.07/Ts) S~ exp (2.515o~/Ts), (49)

where S~ and 0 ~ are quantities that result from the vari-
ational principle calculation. Bahcall and Moeller [35]
have given a convenient formula for crIt [see Eq. (14) for
the definition of 0'~]. They give

sr~ = —0.431 + 2.091r —1.481r + 0.40lr (50~)

T = 0.298 [64Ts/P (3+ X)] (50b)

with p and X being, respectively, the local density (in

gem s) and the hydrogen mass fraction. The quantity
SR can be calculated from formulas given in [24], i.e.,

Sit = CRD [1 + 0 435LR exp. ( 0.735o/iTt—)]s, (50'c)

D = 1+LJt + 0.25L~ exp (—0.735o~/Ts), (50d)

in terms of the dimensionless Debye-Huckel screening
length r (the Debye-Huckel screening length divided by
the Bohr radius), where

fb „„g 0.21 [35] (see also column 5 of Table III of this
paper).

V. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ENERGY
PROFILE

This section describes the characteristics of the energy
profiles of the two Be neutrino lines that are shown in
Fig. 1. The calculated pro6les have been averaged over
the physical parameters of detailed solar models. The
discussion makes use of the energy spectra that were
computed for fixed temperatures in Sec. III for electron
captures from continuum orbits [see especially Eqs. (43)
and (47)] and in Sec. IV for captures Rom bound orbits
[see especially Eqs. (48) and (49)].

The energy spectra are given numerically in Tables I
and II. The most striking characteristic of the line pro6les
is their asymmetry. Figures 2 and 3 display the calcu-
lated line pro6les. The characteristic shapes, above and
below the energy at which the probability for neutrino
emission is a maximum, will be explained physically and
derived analytically (approximately) in the following sec-
tion, Sec. VI.

The basic properties of the line profile that are com-
puted numerically in this section are the shift in aver-

age neutrino energy, 6, relative to the laboratory en-

ergy of the neutrino line, the full-width-at-half-maximum
(FWHM) of the line profile, the half-width at half-
maximum for energies above (W+) and below (W ) the
peak of the line profile, and the 6rst, second, and third
moments of the energy distributions. For all the solar
models that are described in Table III, these character-
istics of the energy profile are given in Table V for both
ground-state capture (862 keV, see Fig. 1) and excited-
state capture (384 keV, see Fig. 1).

Le = 0.246
~

pp'Te ) exp (,2 515ee/Te), . (50e)
A. Solar models

where p, is the electron mean molecular weight, and [35]

C = —0.6064 + 4.859r —5.283T + 1.907T . (50f)

The bound enhancement, fb „s, averaged over the
conditions of a standard solar model yields a value of

The principal characteristics of the four solar models
[14,15,44] that were used to compute the averaged line
pro6les are summarized in Table III. The preferred solar
model, which is listed first in both Tables III and V, was

TABLE III. Some characteristics of four standard solar models.

Model

Bahcall-Pinsonneault 1992
(helium diffusion)

+central (T) Bound fraction
(T ) 6 x 10 K) (10 K) (Weight: Be) ( Be decays)

127 15.67 14.13 0.215

4 ('Be) 4 ('B)
(10 cm s ') (10 cm s ')

4.9 5.7

Bahcall-P insonneault 1992
(no diffusion)

Bahcall-Ulrich 1988
(no diffusion)

Bahcall et aL. 1982
(no diffusion)

127

87

19

15.57

15.64

15.50

14.06

14.07

13.6

0.217

0.219

0.226

4.6

4.7

4.3

5.1

5.8
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computed by Bahcall and Pinsonneault [15] and is the
only detailed solar interior model published to date that
includes helium diffusion. For comparison, I calculate the
line profile with a model labeled (no difFusion) that was
computed [15] with the same input data that was used
in calculating the preferred model, except that the "no
diffusion" model does not include helium difFusion. As a
test of the robustness of the results, I have also calculated
the energy profiles with the aid of standard solar models
computed earlier, in 1988 [14] and in 1982 [44], which
used less accurate input data. Note that the number of
spherical shells used in the interior region in which rBe
neutrinos are produced increases monotonically from 19
shells used in the 1982 solar model to 127 shells used
in the 1992 models. The results given below show that
there are no significant differences among the line profiles
computed with the three high-resolution models (with
interior shells & 87).

The solar models listed in Table III span a decade of
state-of-the-art solar research. All four models have the
same central temperature to within +0.5%:

Model

Castellani, Degl'Innocenti,
and Fiorentini 1993
Berthomieu et al. 1993
Turck-Chieze and Lopes 1993
Ahrens, Stix, and Thorn 1992
Bahcall and Pinsonneault 1992
Christensen-Dalsgaard 1992
Guenther et al. 1992
Guzik and Cox 1991
ProfBtt and Michaud 1991
Sackmann et al. 1990
Bahcall and Ulrich 1988
Lebreton and Dappen 1988

Tc
(10 K)

15.72
15.55
15.43
15.65
15.57
15.68
15.53
15.40
15.71
15.43
15.64
15.54

TABLE IV. Central temperatures of 12 recently computed
solar models (no diffusion).

T, = (15.58+0.08) x 10 K.

The central temperature for the three more-precise mod-
els varies over a range of +0.3%. The less accurate 1982
model has a central temperature that difFers by 0.8%
from the average modern value.

The average temperature (T)vn, computed by weight-
ing the temperature in each spherical shell according to
the ~Be neutrino Bux produced in that shell,

(T)~B, ——) dp ( Be,Tj T,

in Table IV were derived for a variety of difFerent appli-
cations, most of which were not directly related to solar
neutrinos. The applications often did not require the
highest-obtainable accuracy for the solar interior condi-
tions. The precision with which the models were con-
structed and the accuracy of the input data varies from
model to model. In many cases, the authors did not use
the best-available radiative opacities and nuclear reaction
rates. The central temperatures given by the variety of
solar models listed in Table IV can be summarized by
the relation

is the same to within +0.3% for the three solar models
&om 1988 and 1992, i.e.,

(T)~n, = (14.10 6 0.04) x 10 K.

The 1982 model has a 7Be-weighted temperature of
(T)rB, ——13.6 x 10s K, which differs by about 3.5'%%uo &om
the more accurate later models, presumably because of
the small number of shells (19) (used in the earlier calcu-
lation). The variation over the past decade in the com-
puted total rBe neutrino fiux is +6%; the decadal vari-
ation in the computed sB neutrino flux is also +6%.

The relative number of electron captures that occur
from bound orbits fb „s is robustly determined by the
solar models. Prom Table III,

T„„t,~(no difFusion) = 15.55(1 + 0.01) x 10 K. (55)

All of the central temperatures in Table IV would be
increased by 0.1 x 10 K if diffusion were included.

Taken. together, the results shown in Tables III and IV
demonstrate that the central temperature of the Sun is
determined to +1% even without requiring unusual pre-
cision and accuracy in the calculations. In what follows,
I shall only make use of the four solar models listed in
Table III, since these are the only models, with which
I am acquainted, whose characteristics are published in
sufEcient detail to permit precise calculations of the Be
line profile.

fbo„~s = 0.221+ 0.006. (54) B. Properties of the energy spectrum

This result is in good agreement with the 1969 value [35]
of fb~„„g = 0.21.

Table IV lists the central temperatures for ten other
recently published solar models that were calculated by
different groups using different computer codes and dif-
ferent input parameters [45], as well as the 1988 and 1992
(no-diffusion) solar models described in Table III. None
of the solar models listed in Table IV includes helium
diffusion. The heterogeneous set of models referred to

The neutrino energy spectrum that is produced in a
spherical shell of the Sun that is at a specified temper-
ature T is obtained by adding the normalized energy
spectra for the capture of electrons &om continuum or-
bits (computed in Sec. III) and the normalized spectrum
&om bound orbits (computed in Sec. IV). The relative
contributions are weighted by the factor fb „„~that was
defined in Eq. (49). Thus
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spectrum, „t (T, qebs) + fb&&nng(T)spectrumbennS (T, qebs)spectrum, q b, 1+ fb.,a(T)
(56)

The neutrino spectrum for the entire Sun predicted
by a particular solar model is the weighted average of
spectrum (T, q b, ), weighted with respect to the Be flux
that is produced at each temperature. Therefore, the
neutrino spectrum predicted by a given solar model is

bq (g.s.) = 0.23 keV, (60)

and is

fusion)" in Tables III and V, the shift 8q for the (more
energetic) ground-state transition is

spectrum„&, (qebs) = ) dP ( Be, T) spectrum (T, qebs),
8q (e.s.) = 0.04 keV (61)

(57)

where the Be neutrino flux is normalized to unity when
integrated over the whole star:

) dP ( Be, T) = 1.000. (58)

The values of the weighting factors, dP (~Be, T), are
given in published tables [14,15,44] for all four of
the models used here. The numerical values for
spectrum, ~, (q b, ) are given in Tables I and II.

The predicted probability distribution for the neutrino
energy spectrum has a maximum at a well-defined energy

qp k whose location is obvious in Figs. 2 and 3. The
peak of the probability distribution exceeds by a small
amount bq [see Eqs. (10) and (12)], the neutrino energy

q, „t,t, that corresponds to capturing an electron from
a continuum orbit with zero kinetic energy, i.e. ,

qpeak —qcont, star + ~q.

The value of qp, k for ground-state transitions is

qpeag (g.s.) = (862.27 + 0.01) keV,

0.43 keV larger than the laboratory decay energy (see
Sec. II A). For excited-state decays, the energy peak oc-
curs at

qp, k (g.s.) = (384.47 6 0.01) keV, (64)

for the (less energetic) excited-state transition. Essen-
tially identical values of bq are obtained with the other
solar models used here (see the last column of Table V).
The value of qp, k can be calculated using the last column
of Table V and the relation given in Eq. (59), i.e.,

~q =— qpeak qcont, star ~

For the most accurate available standard solar model,
which is labeled "Bahcall-Pinsonneault 1992 (helium dif-

0.19 keV larger than the laboratory decay energy (Sec.
II A).

It is convenient to define the nth moment of the solar
energy spectrum by the relation

Model

TABLE V. Characteristics of the energy profile.

(q —qp, 1, ) FWHM W— TV+ ({q qpeI ) ) ((q —qpzIc) ) Bq
(keV) (keV) (keV) (keV) (keV) (keV) (keV) (keV)

Ground-state decay

Bahcall-P insonneault 1992 1.29
(helium difFusion)

0.856 1.63 0.56 1.07 2.59 10.0 0.23

Bahcall-Pinsonneault 1992 1.28
(no diffusion)

0.858 1.62 0.55 1.07 2.58 9.9 0.22

Bahcall-Ulrich 1988
{no difFusion)

1.28 0.857 1.62 0.55 1.07 2.58 9 9 0.22

Bahcall et al. 1982
(no diffusion)

0.821 1.56 0.53 1.03 2.39 8.8 0.21

Excited-state decay

Bahcall-Pinsonneault 1992 1.24
(helium difFusion)

Bahcall-Pinsonneault 1992 1.23
(no diffusion)

1.048

1.040

0.97

0.96

0.24 0.73

0.24 0.72

2.86

2,82

11.3 0.04

0.04

Bahcall-Ulrich 1988
{no diffusion)

Bahcall et al. 1982
(no difFusion)

1.23

1.18

1.039

1.002

0.95 0.24 0.71

0.91 0.22 0.69

2.82

2.62

0.04

0.03
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((q —qp, k)"}= dqSPeCtrum„i, (q) (q —qpeak)".
0

(65)

The moments are computed about the energy qp, k at
which the probability distribution peaks.

The shift in average neutrino energy, 4, &om the lab-
oratory value to the solar interior value is

q —q] b (66)

or, using the definition of the spectrum moments given
in Eq. (65),

the skewness of the profile is given by

((g —g.-k)')'
(72)

((g —gp-k)'}'
The values of the skewness that are computed &om
columns 7 and 8 of Table V are, respectively,

skewness (g.s.) = 5.7, skewness (e.s.) = 5.5 . (73)

The skewness of any symmetric distribution, such as the
normal distribution, is equal to zero.

The shape of the energy profile can be well described
by simple analytic functions. For neutrino energies less
than the peak energy, the profile is essentially Gaussian,
i.e.,

qpeak + qpeak qcont, star

+ (qcont, star glab) . (67)

sPectrum„~, (qob, ) = N exP —(q,bs qpeak) /2w

gobs + gpeak (74)

b, (g.s.) = 1.29 keV, (68)

The first two terms in Eq. (67) are given in columns 3
and 9 of Table V. The last term can be computed &om
Eqs. (8), (9), (12), and (21) of Sec. II. The value of
(q„ t,,t, —

q~ b) is 0.20 keV for ground-state transition
and 0.15 keV for excited-state transition. Combining the
results given in Table V, the shift for the ground-state
transition is, for all three of the inodern (1988—1992)
models,

The high-energy tail is well described by a Boltzmann
distribution, i.e.,

SPeCtrumso(as (qobs) = N eXP [
—(gobs qpeak) /&etr]

'gobs + gpeak (75)

In Eqs. (74) and (75), the quantity N is a normalization
factor. For ground-state capture, the effective width, u,
to be used in Eq. (74) is approximately

tU(g. s.) = 0.48 keV . (76a)
with a spread of only +0.5%. The earlier (1982) model
yields b, (g.s.) = 1.23 keV. The shift for the excited-state
transition is to(e.s.) = 0.20 keV . (76b)

The corresponding value for excited-state capture is

b, (e.s.) = 1.24 keV (69) Both transitions are well described by a single effective
temperature,

for the three modern models with a spread of only
+0.5%. The earlier (1982) model gives a 4% smaller
value, 1.18 keV.

Table V also presents some of the other calculated
characteristics of the energy profile. The full-width-at-
half maximum of the profile is denoted by FWHM and
is listed in column 4 of Table V; the half-width on the
low-energy side of the peak (column 5) is denoted by
W and the half-width on the high-energy side (column
6) is denoted by W+. The most accurate values for the
ground-state transition are

FWHM (g.s.) = 1.63 keV, W (g.s.) = 0.56 keV,
(70)

W+(g.s.) = 1.07 keV.

The corresponding values for the excited-state transition

FWHM (e.s.) = 0.97 keV, W (e.s.) = 0.24 keV,
(71)

W+(e.s.) = 0.73 keV .

Figures 2 and 3 are remarkably asymmetric. The de-
gree of asymmetry can be quantified by taking the ap-
propriate dimensionless ratio of the third and the second
moments that is known as the skewness. For our case,

i.e.,

kT,g ——1.31 6 0.02 keV,

T,g = 1.5.1 x 10 K.

(77a)

(77b)

The uncertainty indicated in the value of the effective
temperature T,s reflects the fact that Eq. (75) is only
approximate and the best-fitting value of T,g varies some-
what with neutrino energy.

VI. APPROXIMATE ANALYTIC DERIVATIONS
OF THE ENERGY SHIFT AND ENERGY

PROFILE

This section gives approximate analytic derivations of
the principal characteristics of the neutrino energy spec-
trum &om Be electron capture in the Sun. The purpose
of this discussion is to provide insight regarding the phys-
ical origins of the profiles that are shown in Figs. 2 and
3. For simplicity, I will usually concentrate on the profile
created at a fixed temperature Tg ignoring the average
over the temperature distribution of the center of the
Sun. In some cases, I will also ignore the small (20%)
contribution to the energy profile that arises &om cap-
tures from bound states (cf. discussion in Sec. IV). In
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all cases, I will omit small terms of order q/M( Li), the
ratio of the neutrino energy q to the mass of the Li Iiu-
cleus, and terms of order E/q, the ratio of the relative
kinetic energy E of the electron and of the nucleus to the
neutrino energy.

These approximations permit the isolation of the prin-
cipal physical processes that determine the neutrino en-

ergy profile and allow analytic calculations to be made
that reproduce the general features of the detailed nu-
merical results.

I begin by deriving approximate expressions for the en-

ergy half-widths R' and R'+ and then obtain an analytic
expression for the energy shift A.

shown in Figs. 3 and 4). Symbolically,

qob (2) 'qob (1)
ln [spectrumobs(q, b, (1))/spectrumob, (q,b, (2) )]

'

(83)

where q b, (l), q b, (2) are typical energies in the line pro-
file. The value of T,g depends slightly on the choice of
q,b, (l), q,b, (2). For both transitions shown in Fig. 1,

T,g = 1.31 keV = 15 x 10 K,

A. Energy half-widths

The low-energy side of the profile, q b, ( qp, k, is pro-
duced by "Be nuclei that are moving away Rom the ob-
server and which capture electrons with small or zero
kinetic energies (i.e., low-velocity electrons from the con-
tinuum or electrons in bound orbits). For such captures,
the reaction rate is given approximately by [see Eqs. (43),
(45), and (48)]

d rate oc const x exp ——(q b, —q„„t,,t, —bq)
6

(78)

= 0.44 keV. (80)

This result is in satisfactory agreement with the low-

energy width that is calculated numerically, R' = 0.56
keV (see Table V).

The high-energy side of the profile, q b, ) qp k is
produced by electrons and Be nuclei with significant in-
ternal kinetic energies F [see Eq. (43)]. Since the product
of the separate Boltzmann distributions for the electrons
and for the Be ions is a Boltzmann distribution in the
center-of-momentum frame, the high-energy part of the
profile has the approximate shape

d rate oc const x exp( E/T), — (81)

where

(82)

and the relative momentum p is defined by Eq. (29). One
can define an efFective temperature, T g, for the high-
energy tail of the spectrum by fitting at two energies the
expression given in Eq. (81) to the numerically computed
energy spectra that are given in Tables I and II (and

RePlacing in Eq. (78) the exPression (q b, —qcont st«
—8q) by W, the half-width-at. -half maximum on the low-

energy side, one has

W = (ln2(Ts)/51) ~

Evaluating Eq. (79) for a characteristic Be temperature
of 14 x 10 K (see discussion of solar models in Sec. V A)
yields

which translates into a half-width-at-half-maximum of

W+ ——(ln 2)T,s 0.91 keV. (85)

The value for W+ given in Eq. (85) is approximately
halfway between the accurate values given in Table V for
the ground-state decay (1.07 keV) and the excited-state
decay (0.73 keV).

The reason that the effective temperature given in Eq.
(84) is slightly larger than the value obtained from the
solar model and given in Eq. (53) is that Eq. (83) is
only approximate. A more accurate (but less transpar-
ent) determination of T,s can be obtained by taking the
ratio of integrand in Eq. (46) at two neutrino energies
and setting that ratio equal to the ratio of the spectrum
probabilities. This more accurate relation should be used
in interpreting future experiments.

B. The energy shift: b

The energy shift 4 can be written as the sum of two
termS: (qobs qcont, star) PluS (qcont, star qlab) [Cf.

(67)]. For the ground-state transition, (q,»t, ta, —
q~ab) is

0.20 keV and is 0.15 keV for the excited-state transition
[see discussion in Secs. II and VB following Eq. (67)].
The dominant term in the energy shift, (q b, —q, „t,t, ),
is equal (to numerical accuracy, which is better than 1'Fp)

to the same value, 1.09 keV, for both ground-state and
excited-state transitions. This numerical equality can be
established as follows. The quantity (q,b, —q, „t,t, ) is
equal to the sum of two terms, (q b, —qz, k) + bq, both
of which are given in Table V. Adding the two terms
in Table V gives, for all of the solar models, essentially
identical values for (q b, —q, „t,t,).

At first sight, it is surprising that the energy shift rela-
tive to q,o„t,ta„(qob, —q,o„, «ar), is independent of the
value of q, „t,t, . However, a simple analytic argument,
given below, shows that, at a specified temperature T,
the shift (q b, —q, „t,t, )T is, to an excellent approxi-
mation, the mean kinetic energy of the electron and the
Be nucleus that interact to produce the electron capture

reaction. The mean kinetic energy is, of course, indepen-
dent of qcont, star ~

The average value of the shift relative to q, „t,t, is
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(gobs gcont, t )T dgob ('gobs 'qcont, star) SP Ctrumt(qob )&

0

which can be rewritten approximately using Eqs. (43) and (44) as

p
(gobs qot, t )&=T

I 2 I

dE exp( —E/T)
k qcont, star ) 0

(86)

dqobs (gobs qcont, star) exP P (gobs gcont, star —E) /gcont st» (87)

The key fact that simplifies Eq. (87) and results in the
equality of the energies for ground-state and excited-state
transitions is that the quantity P, which appears in the
second exponent in Eq. (87), is very large. Equations
(44) and (45) show that P is just the ratio of the nuclear
rest mass energy ( 7 GeV) to the ambient temperature

( 1 keV), i.e. ,

Mc2p=
2kT

In the limit of large P,

(P/x) ~ exp( —P2: )

(88)

(89)

gobs /cont, star (9O)

Carrying out the integration over the delta function gives

(gobs gcont, star)z' = T dEE exp ( E/T) = T.—
0

which greatly simplifies Eq. (87). The effect of the delta
function is to enforce energy conservation independent of
the Doppler shifts, i.es)

4'before (r) = Znet
exp( —Kr)

+—exp( —mr) 1+ (er) cos 0,r

z = 4e) and a nearby electron jointly interact electrostat-
ically with a surrounding charge cloud of electrons and
ions that screen the nucleus. After the electron is cap-
tured, only the nuclear Coulomb potential corresponding
to a charge z = 3e interacts with the screening cloud.
The difference in electrostatic screening energy is con-
tributed partly to the energy of the emitted neutrino.

The electrostatic screening energy bEc „i can be es-
timated by generalizing the familiar Debye-Huckel cal-
culation of the charge distribution and the potential as-
sociated with the monopole field of a single ion. The
more general case consists of a monopole field (from the
capturing ion) plus a dipole field (from the ion plus the
electron that is about to be captured). Solving Poisson's
equation for the monopole plus dipole fields, one obtains
the potential Pb, r „(r) before the electron capture oc-
curs)

Therefore,

(9i) where m is the inverse of the Debye-Huckel screening
length:

(q,b, —q„„t,,t,)o — dTTdg ( Be, T) = &.2 keV,
0

which is, as promised, independent of q, „t,t, .

VII. OTHER EFFECTS

This section shows that the effects on the neutrino en-
ergy profile of electrostatic screening energy (Sec. VII A),
of the gravitational redshift (Sec. VIIB), and of colli-
sional broadening (Sec. VII C) are much smaller than the
dominant terms (calculated in Secs. III—V) that arise di-
rectly &om the Maxwellian energy distributions of the
electrons and of the ions.

= 4~e T Z z. n. (94)

K
Pbefore (r) = 4'before (r)4'

The Coulomb energy both before and after the electron
capture can be evaluated Rom the relation

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (93) is the
standard Debye-Huckel potential for a point charge, z„,t,
surrounded by a screening cloud, where the net (point)
charge in the present case is +3e. The second term is the
dipole solution in which p is the dipole moment produced
by the ~Be nucleus and the (to-be-captured) electron.
In the usual approximation that the screening potential
is smaller than the thermal energy, the charge density
surrounding the Be nucleus and the electron is

A. Electrostatic screening energy

d rpr r. (96)

There is a difference in electrostatic screening energy
between the initial and final states of Be continuum elec-
tron capture. In the initial state, a rBe nucleus (charge

In evaluating the initial Coulomb energy, the potential
and the charge distribution are taken from Eqs. (93) and
(94). One may approximate the final Couloinb energy
by assuming that the density distribution of the charge
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cloud is unchanged immediately after the electron cap-
ture occurs, but that the final potential only includes a
pure monopole term (3e/r) due to the final nucleus plus
the potential due to the screening charges. The poten-
tial due to the screening charges can be taken from the
defining relation

Aq(GR) = —0.009 keV. (1o3)

This energy redshift is 2 orders of magnitude smaller
than the dominant processes that are calculated in Secs.
III—VI. The dispersion in the gravitational energy shift,
which would contribute to the broadening of the line, is
an order of magnitude smaller, 0.001 keV.

je p
4before (r): 4'screening (r) + +r r (97)

The difFerence in Coulomb energies, hE~, „b obtained
in this way is

4 e' (AD&
15

(98)

8Eepprox gou] 0 004 keV (99)

where AD is the de Broglie wavelength of the electron
and RDH ——K is the Debye-Huckel screening length.
In obtaining Eq. (98), I evaluated the dipole moment
by assuming that the electron and the Be nucleus are
separated by a distance A~ with the origin at the center
of charge. This yields p = 8eA~/5. Inserting typical
solar-interior values into Eq. (98), one finds

C. Collisional broadening

The eEect of collisions on the coherence length for
neutrino oscillations was first discussed by Nussinov [46]
in a beautifully original paper(that also quantified the
small probabilities for obtaining a large reduction in the
electron-neutrino Bux at Earth due to vacuum oscilla-
tions). Loeb [47] was the first to carry out a detailed
calculation of the collisional broadening of a solar neu-
trino line (see also [48]). In the discussion below, I follow
the treatment of Loeb.

Let P(q) be the probability that a neutrino is emitted
with the energy q in the presence of the solar plasma and
let qo be the energy that would be emitted if the colli-
sional &equency were set equal to zero. The probability
distribution P(q) has the usual Lorentz shape

One can obtain a conservative upper limit to the
change in electrostatic screening energy by assuming that
the electron is far away &om the nucleus when the elec-
tron is captured. In this extreme limit, one can approxi-
mate the change in Coulomb energy by where

—1

P(q) =
(q —qo)' + q.'

(104)

Econ& =
2 d rp(r)z=4 [4(r)z=4 —4(r)z=s] i (100)

q = (2m.~) (105)

~@extreme Coul

2

RD
—0.065 keV. (1o1)

where in writing Eq. (100) it was also assumed that the
particles in the screening cloud around the Be nucleus
do not have time to move during the electron capture.
These assumptions yield

7 —5 x 10 sec. (106)

and w is the coherence time for neutrino emission [47].
The coherence time denotes the period over which the
emitting system loses its phase due to collisions with the
background plasma particles.

Loeb [47] shows that the collision time for 7Be ions in
the solar interior is about 10 s and that the coherence
time 7 is

Some fraction, e ( 1, of the Coulomb energy difI'er-

ence represented by Eq. (99) or (101) should be added
to the neutrino energies calculated in the previous sec-
tions. This addition is estimated to lie between 0.004&
keV and 0.065' keV, which is a rather small effect. How-

ever, a quantum mechanical calculation of the change in
electrostatic screening energy would be of interest.

The width q is therefore very small,

q = 0.013 keV,

and may be neglected in the present context.

(1o7)

VIII. NEW PHYSICS

B. Gravitational redshift

Each neutrino energy is shifted by an amount Aq,

(1o2)

due to the general relativistic redshift. In the region in
which the neutrinos are produced, the mean shift b,q/q—
10 [28]. Therefore, the average change in the neutrino
energy is only

The two most popular mechanisms for explaining the
solar neutrino problem via new physics are vacuum neu-
trino oscillations, fnst discussed in this connection by
Gribov and Pontecorvo [16] in an elegant and epochal
paper, and matter-enhanced neutrino oscillations, the
Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) efFect, a beauti-
ful idea discovered by Wolfenstein [17] and by Mikheyev
and Smirnov [18]. In Sec. VIII A, I present calculations of
the effect of vacuum oscillations on the energy shift, 4, of
the Be neutrino line (solar versus laboratory) and in Sec.
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VIIIB, I investigate the effect of matter-enhanced oscil-
lations. Finally, in Sec. VIII C, I discuss briefiy the effect
of other suggested new physics processes on the energy
shift. These discussions of potential (new-physics) solu-
tions show that the physical processes considered would
not be expected to change significantly the energy shift
that is calculated by considering only thermal effects in
the core of the Sun. The effect of the width of the Be
line on neutrino oscillations was discussed previously by
Pakvasa and Pantaleone [26].

A. Vacuum osrillations

If vacuum oscillations occur, the (energy-dependent)
probability that an electron-type neutrino, v„ that is
created in the solar interior with an energy q b, in the
laboratory kame survives as an electron-type neutrino
until it reaches a terrestrial detector modifies the original
solar neutrino energy spectrum. Thus

spectrum„(q~b, ) = spectrum, ],(q~b, ) ~(v„detect~v„emit) ~~ b
. (108)

If the electron-type neutrino is primarily coupled to only one other neutrino type, e.g. , a muon-type neutrino, v„,
then the energy spectrum of the daughter neutrino is

spectrum„(q~b, ) = spectrum, i, (q~b, ) 1 —~(v„detect~v„emit) ~~ (109)

The probability for an electron-type neutrino to change its fiavor to a muon-type neutrino can be written as [16,49,50]

~(v„,detect)v„emit) (, = 1 —~(v„detectiv„emit)
~

= sin 20v sin P (q~b, ), (110)

where Ov is the vacuum oscillation angle and P(q b, )
depends upon the neutrino energy, upon the differences in
the square of the masses of v„and v„Am2, the distance
D between the terrestrial detector and the location in the
Sun where the neutrinos are produced. Numerically,

P(q.b, ) = i.i5 x 10"
~

qb ) &eV ) &»U)

5x10 eV &bm &111x10 eV, (113)

0.75 & sin 20~ & 1.0. (114)

Only certain combinations of bm2 and sin 20' are al-
lowed, but for convenience and to be conservative, I have
explored the entire range in the rectangular space de-
fined by Eqs. (113) and (114). The allowed range of
4 (qobs = qpeak) is

As pointed out by Bahcall and Frautschi [49], the sur-
vival probability must be averaged over the neutrino en-
ergy profile in order to calculate the effect of vacuum
oscillations on the observed neutrino event rates. Fine-
tuning of the vacuum oscillation parameters is required
to produce large effects on the observed rates. If vacuum
oscillations reduce the fiux of B electron-type neutrinos
(which have a broad energy profile with a total width

10 MeV) by a large factor (as required to explain
the difference between the standard model predictions
and the observations with the chlorine and Kamiokande
detectors), then the mass difFerence squared hm2 must
cause P(q b, ) (evaluated at = 8 MeV) to be a small inte-
ger multiple of z'/2 [49]. Thus, if vacuum oscillations are
to explain the solar neutrino problem,

b,m (big efFect; B) 10 eV . (i12)

There have recently been several careful studies [51]
of the constraints on the vacuum oscillation parameters
that are implied by the existing four solar neutrino exper-
iments [4—7]. Krastev and Petcov [51] summarize these
results as

3 5 x z/2 & P(862 27 keV) & 8 0 x s /2. (115)

The survival probability for an electron-type neutrino
does not change much over the 1 kev width of the rBe
line. In order for the phase angle P(q b, ) [defined by Eq.
(ill)] to change by an appreciable &action of a radian,
the observed energy must change by an amount b,q,b,
that is much greater than the full width of the neutrino
line. The line profile is not significantly affected by vac-
uum oscillations unless the phase angle P is chosen just so
as to make the electron-neutrinos at the peak of the en-
ergy Be energy profile maximally mix into muon neutri-
nos, i.e., P(qp, k) is chosen to be an odd integer multiple
of vr/2. Even in the case of maximum mixing, for which
electron neutrinos are practically all flavor converted, the
resulting muon neutrinos have essentially the same en-
ergy spectrum as the original spectrum with which the
electron neutrinos are created. Therefore, the energy pro-
6le that would be detected by neutrino-electron scatter-
ing is essentially the same for maximum mixing and for
no mixing. The observed rate is decreased, of course,
by mixing because muon neutrinos scatter oK electrons
about a factor of 5 less strongly than electron neutrinos.

How can we quantify the effect of vacuum oscillations
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on the Be neutrino line pro6le? The most direct ef-

fect of oscillations on the Be line pro6le is manifested in
the difference, 6 Eq. (66), between the average energy
of solar-produced neutrinos versus laboratory-produced
neutrinos. Table VI presents results of numerical calcu-

lations that have been carried out by averaging the effect
of vacuum oscillations over the energy profile of the Be
line that is computed using the Bahcall-Pinsonneault so-
lar model with helium diffusion (see Sec. V A). The quan-
tity A(v, ) that is given in Table VI is

f dq~b, spectrum (q~b, ) 1 —sin 20' sin P (q~b, ) (q~b, —q~~b)b, v, ) =
f dq, b,spectrum(q, b, ) 1 —sin 20&sin P(q b, )

(116)

which is the energy shift that would be measured for electron-type neutrinos (e.g. , in neutrino absorption experiments).
The corresponding energy shift A(v„) that would be measured with muon-type neutrinos is

f dq~b, spectrum (qob, )»n' P (qQbs) (qob, —q)sb)

f dq, b, spectrum (q b, ) sin g (q b, )
(117)

TABLE VI. The effect of vacuum neutrino oscillations on the energy shift D(v, ) [see Eq. (67)],
for electron neutrinos and on the energy shift A(v„) for muon neutrinos is given as a function of
vacuum mixing angles 0& and the phase-angle P, see Eq. (111),evaluated at the peak of the energy
spectrum at which neutrinos are created, Qp p: 862 27 keV. The last column gives the energy shift
A(e.sc.) that would be measured in an electron-scattering experiment. The survival probability,
averaged over the neutrino pro6le, for an electron neutrino to remain an electron neutrino is given
in column 3.

sin 20~
0.0
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.00
1.00
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75

2 P(qpeak )/+
0.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
5.0
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
6.0
7.0
7.2
7.4
7.6
7.8
8.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0

Survival (v, )
1.000
0.495
0.9999
0.507
0.352
0.212
0.100
0.027
0.0002
0.022
0.091
0.200
0.338
0.492
0.9997
0.0004
0.089
0.335
0.643
0.897
0.9995
0.621
0.9999
0.630
0.250
0.9998
0.250
0.9996

A(v, )
(keV)

1.286
1.26
1.29
1.32
1.33
1.35
1.39

1.22
1.24
1.25
1.29

1.22
1.25
1.27
1.28
1.27
1.29
1.30
1.29
1.29
1.29
1.29

&(v~)
(keV)

1.31

1.26
1.26
1.27
1.27
1.28
1.29
1.29
1.30
1.30
1.31
1.32

1.29
1.300
1.32
1.36
1.45

1.31

1.26
1.29

1.28

E(e.sc.)
(keV)

1.29
1.27
1.29
1.31
1.31
1.31
1.31
1.30
1.29
1.27
1.26
1.26
1.26
1.26
1.29
1 ~ 29
1.25
1.25
1.26
1.27
1.28
1.28
1 ~ 29
1.30
1.29
1.29
1.29
1.29
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For neutrino-electron scattering experiments, the energy
shift that would be measured, (A),i „,is

o,survival (v, ) b„+o'„[1—survival (v, )] b,„
O,survival (v, ) + cr„[1—survival (v, )]

(118)

one location would quickly be destroyed as the electron
density changed by a tiny amount (and therefore changed
the resonance condition) within the region in which the
neutrinos are produced.

C. Some other new physics processes

I list in Table VI representative numerical results ob-
tained for the two extreme values of the vacuum mixing
angle: sin 2ev = 1.00 and sin 20' = 0.75 [cf. Eq.
(114)]; intermediate choices of the vacuum mixing angle
yield intermediate effects that can be approximately in-

terpolated from Table VI. I do not list values when the
component in question carries less than 10% of the ffux,
since these cases are not relevant for currently feasible
experiments.

The numerical calculations show that the energy shift
6 for both electron and muon neutrinos is within 10% of
the shift, 1.29 keV, calculated in the absence of vacuum
oscillations for all cases in which the corresponding neu-
trino ffux (electron or muon) is not less than 10'%%uo of the
total Bux. A change of a given sign in the energy shift for
electron neutrinos, b, (v, ), implies a change of the oppo-
site sign in the energy shift for muon neutrinos, b, (v„).
The calculated energy shift (b,),i „,which should be used
in making comparisons with electron-neutrino scattering
experiments, is always within 3'%%uo of the no-oscillation
value of 1.29 keV.

Other solutions have been proposed for the solar neu-

trino problem that involve new weak interaction physics.
These other solutions include rotation of the neutrino
magnetic moment [20], matter-enhanced magnetic mo-

ment transitions [21], and neutrino decay [52]. The clas-
sical magnetic moment transition is independent of en-

ergy and does not afFect the shape of the line profile.
Matter-enhanced magnetic-moment transitions, such as
MSW transitions, are not fine-tuned, vary smoothly with

energy, and depend upon a resonant electron density that
varies &om point to point. Therefore, the argument given
above for the MSW effect also applies to matter-enhanced
magnetic-moment transitions. Neutrino decay involves

characteristic energies that are very large compared to
the total width of the Be line and is also not fine-tuned.
Hence, none of these processes would change significantly
the shape of the Be line profile.

IX. THE ~LI NEUTRINO ABSORPTION CROSS
SECTION

B. An MSW solution
The calculated absorption cross section for the reaction

v, + Li ~ Be+e, Eqg ——861.9 keV, (119)
The MSW solution, matter-induced neutrino oscilla-

tions, to the solar neutrino problem has been discussed
by many authors [17,18,22]. For matter-enhanced oscilla-
tions, the probability of neutrino mixing within the Sun
depends upon neutrino energy, but not in as delicate a
fashion as for vacuum oscillations. The dependence of
the survival probability on energy can be represented as
a smooth function of energy over the extent of the Be
line profile [13,17,18,22]. The diznensionless ratio that de-
termines the amount by which the MSW eKect changes
the line profile is the ratio of the neutrino line width to
the characteristic energy of the line. This ratio is very
small: FWHM/2q~«k = 0.1'%%uo.

Large suppressions of electron-type neutrinos are
achieved by the MSW efFect without fine-tuning with re-
spect to the neutrino energy. In fact, it does not seem
possible to fine-tune MSW solutions to an accuracy that
would greatly amplify the small dimensionless ratio of
FWHM to q&, ~ and thereby a8ect significantly the line
profile of a large &action of the Be solar neutrino Bux.
In the resonance condition, the neutrino energy, q, „is
inversely proportional to the electron density n at the
resonance position [13,17,18]. The change in the electron
density over the region of production of Be neutrinos is
[13] An, /n, 0.25, while the change in neutrino energy
over the line profile is b,q/q ( 0.001. If one tried to in-
vent a situation in which only part of the Be line profile
went through resonance, the fine-tuning that applied at

where v, is produced by Be electron capture in the Sun,
depends upon the assumed energy profile of the solar neu-
trinos [37,38]. Neutrinos with energies below the energy
threshold, Eqi„ for the laboratory reaction, Eq. (119),
cannot be absorbed. The energy threshold of 861.90 keV
[cf. Eq. (6)] falls within the line profile shown in Fig. 2.
The precise location of the threshold within the line pro-
file determines the fraction of emitted neutrinos that can
be absorbed by Li.

The average absorption cross section for solar-
produced Be neutrinos incident on a laboratory detector
of Li is

(spectrum„(q~b. ) crumb, (q~b, )) 19 x 10 cm, (120)

assuming neutrinos do not change Qavor after their cre-
ation. To the accuracy shown, the results are identical
for Be line profiles calculated using the standard models
[15] with and without helium diff'usion (cf. rows 1 and
2 of Table III). As usual, Eq. (120) includes a correction
to take account of the fact that only 89.7%%uo of the Be
neutrinos are produced in ground-state to ground-state
transitions.

The cross section given in Eq. (120) is almost a factor
of 2 larger than obtained previously [37,38], which should
make the contemplated radiochemical experiments some-
what easier than originally considered [30]. The earlier
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treatments neglected the difference in electron binding
energies of solar and laboratory Be atoms as well as
Doppler shifts of the Be nuclei, and did not average over
the temperature profile of the sun. In the present calcu-
lation, 88% of the "Be neutrinos are above threshold for
the reaction Eq. (119). For the earlier calculation [38],
only about 50%%uo were above threshold. The difference be-
tween a cumulative probability of 50%%uo and a cumulative
probability of 88% corresponds to an average energy shift
of 0.85 keV for the line profile shown in Fig. 2.

X. SUMMARY

The temperature distribution of the solar core is ex-
pressed robustly in the neutrino energy profile that re-
sults &om Be electron capture. The characteristics of
the line profile, shown in detail in Figs. 2 and 3, are
independent of uncertain details regarding solar mod-
els and instead reflect the global thermal properties of
the solar interior. The robustness of the computed char-
acteristics of the 7Be line profile derives &om the well-

determined thermal structure of the solar-model descrip-
tion of the interior of the Sun (cf. Sec. VA). For the
most precise standard solar models computed over the
past decade, 1982—1992, and listed in Table III, the cen-
tral temperature has varied over a total range of +0.5%,
T, = (15.58+ 0.08) x 10s K. The Be and the B neu-
trino fluxes have varied by +6%. The relative num-

ber of electron captures that occur from bound orbits
is 0.221+ 0.006 for all the solar models of Table III. For
a heterogeneous set of ten recently calculated solar mod-
els, listed in Table IV, that were generally not required
to have the highest attainable precision, the central tem-
perature varied by +1%, T, = (15.55 6 0.15) x 10s K.

The following paragraphs summarize the principal re-
sults obtained in this paper. In addition, Tables II and III
present numerical representations of the line profiles and
Table V provides a concise summary of the potentially
measurable characteristics that were calculated using dif-

ferent solar models. The numerical values for the energy
shift 6 and the low-energy and high-energy half-widths
of the line profile are calculated in Sec. V.

The shift in average neutrino energy 6 between Be
neutrinos emitted in the Sun and "Be neutrinos pro-
duced in the laboratory is A(g. s.) = 1.29 keV for ground-
state captures and the physical parameters of the most
accurate available solar model (which includes helium
diKusion). Calculations with other models yield values
of the energy shift for ground-state decays of 1.28 keV,
1.28 keV, and 1.23 keV (for a 1982 solar model with only
19 shells in the region in which Be neutrinos are pro-
duced). The shift for excited-state decays is A(e.s.) =
1.24 keV. These calculated energy shifts take account of
the fact that approximately 88% of the captures involve
electrons in continuum orbits and only about 22% involve
electrons that are bound to the decaying nucleus. The
atomic binding energies that are released when Be nu-

clei capture electrons in the Sun (or in the laboratory)
are evaluated in Sec. II.

The low-energy half-width, R', of the line profile is

(0.55+0.02) keV for the ground-state decay (0.24 keV for
the excited-state decay, see column 5 of Table V). Here
W is the half-width of the energy pro6le below the peak
in the probability distribution. This low-energy part of
the line is primarily determined by Doppler shifts caused
by the thermal velocities of Be ions that are moving
away from the detector located on Earth. The low-energy
side of the profile is approximately Gaussian in shape,
refIecting the Doppler origin of this part of the energy
spectrum.

The high-energy half-width S'+ of the line pro6le is
1.07 keV for the ground-state decay (0.73 keV for the
excited-state decay, see column 6 of Table V) and is de-
termined primarily by the center-of-momentum kinetic
energies of the electrons and the Be nuclei that take
part in electron capture reactions. The high-energy side
of the line pro6le is approximately exponential in shape,
with a probability distribution that is proportional to
exp( —q b, /T, p) where q b, is the neutrino energy that is
observed in the laboratory and T,s = 1.31 keV (15.1 x
10s K). The exponential side of the probability dis-
tribution results &om an average (in the solar model)
over the different exponential distributions of center-of-
momentum energies (electrons and ions) that apply at
each solar radius.

The principal characteristics of the line pro61e are de-
rived by approximate analytic calculations in Sec. VI, cal-
culations that elucidate the physical origins of the various
effects. The most remarkable result obtained in Sec. VI
is that the energy shift, 6, is essentially identical for the
ground-state and the excited-state captures (cf. Fig. 1).
The average shift is shown in Sec. VI to be independent of
the typical emitted neutrino energy (384 keV or 862 keV)
because the rest-mass energy of a Be nucleus is much

larger than the solar thermal energies (see discussion in

Sec. VIB).
The energy shift is, to a good approximation, equal to

the average temperature of the solar interior weighted by
the fraction of Be neutrinos that are produced at each
temperature, i.e., f dTTdg( Be,T)/ f dTdg( Be, T),
where dP("Be, T) is the flux of 7Be neutrinos produced
at the local temperature T [cf. Eq. (92)]. The Be neu-

trinos are produced in the inner few percent of the solar
mass [13], essentially all in the region (0.04 6 0.03) Mo.
Therefore, a measurement of the energy shift is a mea-

surement of the central temperature distribution of the
Sun.

The most striking aspect of the computed energy pro-
6le is the asymmetry between the Gaussian low-energy
side and the exponential high-energy side (cf. Figs. 2

and 3). Doppler shifts caused by the thermal velocities
of the Be nuclei produce a symmetric, Gaussian con-

tribution to the line broadening, which determines the
shape of the energy pro6le at energies below the peak.
The higher-energy part of the profile is determined by
the center-of-momentum kinetic energies. The exponen-
tial distribution of kinetic energies produces an exponen-
tial tail for large neutrino energies. The positive-definite
character of the kinetic energies is responsible for the
asymmetry.

Electrostatic screening, particle collisions, and gravita-
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tional redshifts all contribute to the line broadening, but
their effects are much smaller than the effect caused by
thermal broadening (Sec. VII).

Vacuum neutrino oscillations can be fine-tuned to pro-
duce maximal mixing of neutrino Bavors near the peak of
the Be neutrino line. But, the energy shift of the dom-
inant neutrino survivor is always close to the unmixed
value of 6 = 1.29 keV (see Table VI). The invariance
of the line shape results &om the fact that the oscilla-
tion phase changes signi6cantly only over an energy range
that is much larger than the line shape (see Sec. VIII A).

The energy profile of the rae neutrino line should be
taken into account (using Tables II and III) in precise
calculations of what is to be expected from vacuum neu-
trino oscillations. It has become standard in calculations
of the effects of vacuum oscillations to take account of
the variation of the distance between the point of cre-
ation of the neutrinos and the point of detection. The
variation in the point of creation corresponds to a phase
change of order 10 4, since the ratio of the solar radius
to the Earth-Sun distance is about 0.005 and the ~Be
neutrinos are produced in a region of about +0.025RO.
On the other hand, the width of the Be line profile is
about 10 of the average ~Be neutrino energy. There-
fore, the change in phase due to the energy width of the
neutrino line is about an order of magnitude larger than
the phase change caused by averaging over the region of
production.

The MSW solutions that are consistent with existing
solar neutrino experiments vary smoothly with energy
and are not fine-tuned. The variation of the resonant
electron density within the Sun prevents 6ne-tuning of
the solution over a small energy range such as the width
of the Be neutrino line. For MSW solutions, the &ac-
tional change in the electron-type neutrino survivability
over the energy pro6le of the Be line is small. Other
solutions of the solar neutrino problem that involve new

physics like rotation of the neutrino magnetic moment,
matter-enhanced magnetic-moment transitions, and neu-
trino decay are also not expected to change significantly
the shape of the Be line profile.

The energy shift and the shape of the ~Be neutrino en-

ergy profile affect significantly the computed value of the
absorption cross section for Be solar neutrinos incident
on a 7Li detector (see Sec. IX).
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